
The terminology used to discuss design elements—the 
titles, subtitles, cutlines, subheads, and other words that 
draw a reader into the body copy—varies from publica-
tion to publication, and often depends on whether the 
editor majored in journalism or English. Many magazine 
editors have an English or book background, although 
some come to the field from journalism and mass com-
munication programs or the features departments of 

newspapers. Art directors often have some newspa-
per experience as part of their publication background. 
This is not a definitive list, and there are instances where 
newspaper terms dominate both types of publications. 
We’ll use newspaper terms primarily in this class, how-
ever, I will occasionally use magazine terms to discuss 
items specific to magazines.

Magazine Newspaper Magazine Definitions

Logo Nameplate, Flag, Banner Logo: The design of the magazine’s 
name

Cover lines Main Head Cover lines: Short titles or teas-
ers that appear on the cover of the 
magazine.

Title Headline, Head, Display 
Type

Title: Identifying words that usually 
go above the start of an article or 
story and provide information as to 
the articles topic and content.

Subtitle Deck, Drop Heads, Subhead Subtitle: Words that immediately 
follow the title and that are usually 
located just before the start of an 
article.

Pull-quote Panel quote, Pull-out, 
Breakout, Callout

Pull-quote: Words pulled from the 
article that are used as a design ele-
ment to break up large blocks of text.

Subhead Slug Subhead: Short phrases or words 
used to provide organizational infor-
mation between paragraphs.

Cutline Caption Cutline: Words underneath or 
beside a photograph that provide 
information about the image or its 
context.

Dingbat Endmark Dingbat: A small design device at 
the end of each article.

Initial caps Drop cap, Drop-in, Initial 
cap

Initial Cap: The first letter of a 
word used in a large size to make it 
stand out.

Byline Byline Byline: Identification of the author 
of the article.
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Page One Terms
To succeed in the design world, you need to speak the lingo. In a typical newsroom, for instance, you’ll find bugs, 
bastards, dummies, reefers, maybe even a widow in the gutter. (If our mothers knew we talked like this, they’d never 
let us become journalists.) Not all newsrooms and design departments use the same jargon, and magazines use a 
conglomeration of newspaper and their own special language, but there’s plenty of agreement on most terms. Here 
are some common elements found on Page One:
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Page one is often loaded with devices designed to entice and entrap prospective readers. Inside the paper, however, 
graphic elements become more subtle, less decorative. They’re there to inform and guide readers, not sell papers. 
Here are some typical design elements used on inside pages.

Inside Page Terms
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